Is Traumatic and Non-Traumatic Neck Pain Associated with Brain Alterations? – A Systematic Review
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**Background:** Chronic neck pain affects 50% – 85% of people who have experienced an acute episode. This transition and the persistence of chronic complaints are believed to be mediated by brain alterations among different central mechanisms.

**Objectives:** This study aimed to systematically review and critically appraise the current existing evidence regarding structural and functional brain alterations in patients with whiplash associated disorders (WAD) and idiopathic neck pain (INP). Additionally, associations between brain alterations and clinical symptoms reported in neck pain patients were evaluated.

**Study Design:** Systematic review.

**Methods:** The present systematic review was performed according to the PRISMA guidelines. PubMed, Web of Science, and Cochrane databases were searched. First, the obtained articles were screened based on title and abstract. Secondly, the screening was based on the full text. Risk of bias in included studies was investigated.

**Results:** Twelve studies met the inclusion criteria. Alterations in brain morphology and function, including perfusion, neurotransmission, and blood oxygenation level dependent-signal, were demonstrated in chronic neck pain patients. There is some to moderate evidence for both structural and functional brain alterations in patients with chronic neck pain. In contrast, no evidence for structural brain alterations in acute neck pain patients was found.

**Limitations:** Only 12 articles were included, which allows only cautious conclusions to be drawn.

**Conclusion:** Brain alterations were observed in both patients with chronic WAD and chronic INP. Furthermore, more evidence exists for brain alterations in chronic WAD, and different underlying mechanisms might be present in both pathologies. In addition, pain and disability were correlated with the observed brain alterations. Accordingly, morphological and functional brain alterations should be further investigated in patients with chronic WAD and chronic INP with newer and more sensitive techniques, and associative clinical measurements seem indispensable in future research.
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Chronic neck pain affects many people who have encountered an episode of neck pain throughout their lifetime with 50% – 85% of people who experienced neck pain reporting neck pain 1 – 5 years later (1,2).

Two groups of non-specific neck pain patients have been identified in the literature, i.e., patients who have developed neck pain after a traumatic event, which are referred to as patients with whiplash associated disorders (WAD) (3), and patients with non-traumatic idiopathic neck pain (INP). Whiplash injuries usually result from rear-end motor vehicle collisions resulting in acceleration-deceleration mechanisms of forces acting on the neck and the head (4). The traumatic neck pain group is frequently seen as a special case, as these patients more often develop chronic complaints (5,6), which do not only consist of neck pain and/or headaches, but also include other symptoms such as dizziness (7), motor dysfunction (8-13), disturbed central pain processing or central sensitization (14,15), and cognitive impairment (5,16-19); hence the term “associated disorders.” In addition, patients with INP have developed neck pain without any clear underlying cause (20). These patients are mostly not characterized by central sensitization (21), cognitive impairment, and dizziness; however, they also display motor dysfunctions (22,23) and chronic or recurrent pain.

The cause of this diversity in symptoms observed in patients suffering from acute and chronic pain is still not entirely clear. Some have suggested that alteration of the central nervous system could explain this diversity (22,24-27), and a theoretical framework for central nervous system alterations, such as brain alterations, has already been constructed for acute and chronic pain (28,29). Surprisingly, only a few have tried to analyze and publish results that might support these theories. In addition, it is known that a trauma can result in mild traumatic brain injury (MTBI) (30), which is associated with clinical symptoms similar to these observed in patients with WAD. However, information on the impact of a whiplash trauma on the brain remains scarce in patients with neck pain. To answer the question if brain alterations play a role in patients suffering from chronic pain, the application of new brain analysis tools is rising (31-36). However, only limited research is available on alterations in brain morphology and function in patients with WAD and INP.

Brain alterations are often categorized into functional alterations and morphological or structural alterations. Brain function, which reflects the amount of activity that the brain generates at a certain location, is often measured via its blood perfusion and/or metabolism. Single photon emission computed tomography (SPECT) and photon emission tomography (PET) are both applied for this purpose (36). Both methods use radiopharmaceutical tracers to assess the brain’s perfusion and/or metabolism. Active brain regions have a higher need of oxygen and glucose, which is reflected in a higher perfusion and/or metabolism (37,38). These changes in metabolite concentration are captured and reflected in the image signal intensity. Another method to analyze brain function is by applying functional magnetic resonance imaging (MRI). The MRI method most often used to provide information related to brain function is called blood oxygenation level dependent (BOLD) contrast imaging (39). This method is based on MRI made sensitive to changes in oxygen consumption with an increase in consumption reflecting higher signal intensities in these BOLD images.

Besides brain function, brain morphology is also believed to be altered in certain pain conditions (40,41). MRI has achieved the level of gold standard for measuring brain morphology, typically through voxel- or surface-based methods (42). Both methods provide information on white and grey matter volume.

According to our knowledge, no systematic review has critically summarized the current evidence regarding brain alterations in patients with WAD and patients with INP. This systematic review determines the present state of the art and steers further research in patients with WAD and INP. The aim of this systematic review is to review and critically appraise the current existing evidence related to structural and functional brain alterations in patients with WAD and INP. In addition, this review evaluates the association between these brain alterations and the different clinical symptoms reported in patients with neck pain.

**METHODS**

**Protocol**

This systematic review applies the guidelines issued in the PRISMA statement, an adaptation of the QUORUM statement for reporting systematic reviews (43,44).

**Information Sources**

The electronic databases PubMed (http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pubmed), Cochrane Library (www.cochranelibrary.com), and Web of Science (www.webofscience.com) were searched to identify relevant
articles. Additionally, to make the search as complete as possible, reference lists of the eligible papers were screened. Databases were searched on December 4, 2015, and all articles were screened afterwards on eligibility criteria.

**Literature Search Strategy**

The search strategy was based on a combination of Mesh-terms (only for searching PubMed) and free text words derived from the following PICO format: participants (P) had to suffer from acute, subacute, or chronic INP, neck injuries, or WAD; the measurement instrument (I) had to include medical brain imaging techniques such as MRI, PET, and SPECT; and the outcome (O) had to refer to brain alterations including brain function and brain morphology. The complete entered search strategy in PubMed was (“neck pain” OR “Neck Pain”[Mesh] OR “whiplash” OR “Whiplash Injuries”[Mesh] OR “neck injury” OR “Neck Injuries”[Mesh]) AND (“brain imaging” OR “Neuroimaging”[Mesh] OR “fMRI” OR “rs-fMRI” OR “MRI” OR “Magnetic Resonance Imaging”[Mesh] OR “Magnetic Resonance Imaging” OR “Positron Emission Topography” OR “PET” OR “Positron-Emission Tomography”[Mesh] OR “CT” OR “Computed Tomography” OR “SPECT” OR “Tomography, X-Ray Computed”[Mesh]) AND (“brain morphology” OR “Brain”[Mesh] OR “brain” OR “white matter” OR “grey matter” OR “gray matter” OR “White Matter”[Mesh] OR “Gray Matter”[Mesh] OR “brain function” OR “resting state” OR “BOLD” OR “brain volume”).

**Eligibility Criteria**

Only patient-controlled, cross-sectional, and cohort studies reporting on brain alterations in non-specific non-traumatic and traumatic acute, subacute, or chronic neck pain patients were eligible for inclusion in this systematic review. No restrictions on publication date or status were imposed. Studies had to be written in English, Dutch, or French to be included in this systematic review. Adult participants, 18 or older, suffering from idiopathic neck pain or a whiplash injury were considered eligible. Assessment of brain alterations should focus on brain structure/morphology and/or brain function, and only imaging techniques, such as SPECT, PET, and MRI were included in this systematic literature review.

**Study Selection**

Two reviewers, BC and RDP, independently screened all articles on eligibility in a standardized manner. Disagreement between the reviewers was resolved by consensus.

**Data Collection Process and Items**

Data were extracted from eligible papers in a standardized manner by RDP, and the extracted data were checked afterwards by a second reviewer, IC, who made changes where necessary. Disagreements were resolved by consensus or the opinion of a third reviewer, MM. Extracted data consisted of author and year of publication, description of the included population and, if available, the controls (sample size, neck pain type, mean age, gender, duration of complaints before scanning), the imaging protocol (SPECT, PET, or MRI) with technical information on the scanning sequence or radiopharmaceutical tracers used in the scanning procedure, the brain tissue class and areas that were investigated during the scanning sequence, and the main findings and associations with clinical measures (Spearman correlations \(r_s\), Pearson correlations \(r_p\)).

**Risk of Bias in Individual Studies**

To assess the methodological quality of all eligible papers, 2 independent reviewers, RDP and IC, both PhD candidates experienced in conducting systematic reviews, screened all articles on risk of bias using a modified version of The Newcastle-Ottawa Scale (NOS) for assessing the quality of non-randomized studies in meta-analyses (www.ohri.ca/programs/clinical_epidemiology/oxford.asp) (45). This checklist is recommended for case-control and cohort studies (46) and has been proposed by the Cochrane Collaboration (www.cochrane.org). Two different checklists were used to assess the quality of cross-sectional case-control and cohort studies. The case-control checklist evaluates selection of the population (case definition, representativeness of cases, and selection of controls) and comparability (controlled for the most important confounders such as age, gender, education level, and BMI). The cohort checklist evaluates selection (representativeness of the cohort, selection controls, case definition, new cases), comparability (controlled for the most important confounders [age, gender, education level, BMI]), and exposure (follow-up). In addition, for both checklists, 4 scoring items specifically developed for the content of this systematic review were added (description of MRI protocol, quality control of images, blindness of researcher, same method applied for cases and controls). Further details on the different criteria are displayed in Table 1. Each cross-sectional study could reach a maximum score of 9 and each cohort study could reach a maximum score of 11 on the modified NOS, representing the highest methodological quality.
### Table 1. Methodological quality of included studies.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Study</th>
<th>Case Definition</th>
<th>Case Description</th>
<th>Selection Controls</th>
<th>Comparability</th>
<th>MRIa</th>
<th>Quality Controlb</th>
<th>Blindnessc</th>
<th>Same Method</th>
<th>Total /9 (%)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Borchgrevink et al (1997) (47)</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>6 (67)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sundström et al (2006) (55)</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>++</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>5 (55)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Linnman et al (2009) (54)</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>5 (55)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sturzenegger et al (2008) (50)</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>++</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>8 (89)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Radanov et al (1999) (58)</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>3 (25)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Otte et al (1997) (56)</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>2 (22)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lorberboym et al (2002) (57)</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>4 (44)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Linnman et al (2010) (52)</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>++</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>8 (89)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Freitag et al (2001) (51)</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>6 (67)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bakhrtadze et al (2012) (53)</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>3 (25)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

+ = score fulfilled; - = score not fulfilled

Modified Newcastle-Ottawa Quality Assessment Scale: cross-sectional studies: 1 = Is the case definition adequate? (Independent validation or self-reported); 2 = Representativeness of cases (Random sample: description of area, hospital and clinic); 3 = Selection of controls (Community controls with no history of disease (++), Hospital controls with no history of disease (+)); 4 = Comparability (Controlled for the most important confounders [age, gender, cognition, BMI]); 5a = Description of MRI protocol (Full description and optimal sequencing protocol); 5b = Quality control of images (fully described); 5c = Blindness (researchers were blinded for patient's status); 5d = Same method used for controls/cases (yes)

### Cohort Study Design

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Study</th>
<th>Exposed Cohort</th>
<th>Selection Controls</th>
<th>Ascertainment of Exposure</th>
<th>New Cases</th>
<th>Parity</th>
<th>MRIa</th>
<th>Quality Controlb</th>
<th>Blindnessc</th>
<th>Same Method</th>
<th>Follow-up</th>
<th>Total /11 (%)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Karlborg et al (1998) (48)</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>++</td>
<td>3 (27)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Obermann et al (2009) (49)</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>++</td>
<td>6 (54)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

+ = score fulfilled; - = score not fulfilled

1 = Representativeness of exposed cohort (truly representative average in the community); 2 = Selection controls (Drawn from the same community); 3 = Ascertainment of exposure (Independent validation or self-reported); 4 = New cases (Yes); 5 = Comparability (Controlled for the most important confounders [age, sex, cognition, BMI]); 6a = Description of MRI protocol (Full description and optimal sequencing protocol); 6b = Quality control of images (fully described); 6c = Blindness (researchers were blinded for patient's status); 7 = Same method used for controls/cases (yes); 8 = Follow-up (Long enough > 3 months and > 80% [++], > 80% [+])

Based on the study design and risk of bias, a level of evidence was given to every study, according to the 2005 classification system of the Dutch Institute for Healthcare Improvement CBO (Table 2). Prospective cohort trials of sufficient size and follow-up that have adequately controlled for confounding, and selective
follow-up is sufficiently excluded, obtained a level of evidence A2, while cohort studies not meeting these criteria or case-control studies obtained a level of evidence B. Non-controlled trials and expert opinions obtained a level of evidence C and D, respectively.

**Strength of Conclusion**

Subsequently, the strength of conclusion (ranging from 1 to 4) was calculated for each cluster of studies reflecting one outcome parameter (Table 3), and was placed between brackets in the results section. Strength of conclusion 1 was assigned for a study of level A1 or at least 2 independently conducted studies of level A2. Strength of conclusion 2 was given when at least 2 independently conducted studies of evidence level B or one trial of evidence level A2 was included in the cluster, and strength of conclusion 3 was assigned if one study of evidence level B or C was present. Strength of conclusion 4 was given in case of inconclusive or inconsistent results between various studies.

**Results**

**Study Selection**

In total, 477 studies were retrieved from the different databases. After the first screening, 26 studies were identified as potential eligible studies for inclusion. After the second screening, only 12 studies were retrieved that fulfilled all inclusion criteria. The selection process of relevant articles is presented in Fig. 1.

**Intervention**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Intervention</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>A1</td>
<td>Systematic review of at least 2 independent from each other conducted studies of evidence level A2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A2</td>
<td>Randomized double-blinded comparative clinical research of good quality and efficient size</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>B</td>
<td>Comparative research, but not with all characteristics as mentioned for A2. This includes also patient-control research and cohort research.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C</td>
<td>Not comparative research</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>D</td>
<td>Opinion of experts</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Case-Control Studies**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Conclusion based on</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>Research of evidence level A1 or at least 2 independent conducted studies of evidence level A2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>1 research of evidence level A2 or at least 2 independent conducted studies of evidence level B</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>1 research of evidence level B or C</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>Inconclusive or inconsistent results between various studies</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Study Characteristics**

The characteristics of each study were extracted and presented in the evidence table (Table 4). Four studies reported on structural brain alterations in neck pain patients (47-50) using a different MRI protocol. One study reported on changes in BOLD-signal through task-related fMRI-imaging (51), another one reported on alterations in neurotransmission through PET imaging (52), and 6 studies analyzed perfusion and/or metabolism via PET or SPECT-imaging using radiopharmaceutical tracers (53-58). The average age (+/- SD) of the total patient and control sample, when available, was 36.41 (+/-11.52) years and 33.0 (+/-12.21) years, respectively. In total, 75% (n = 179) of the study participants were female. Eleven studies reported on patients after a whiplash injury or patients with WAD. Both longitudinal (48,49) and cross-sectional studies (47,50,51,53-58) have been included, using time periods ranging from 14 days to more than one year after the whiplash trauma before performing the scanning protocol. The key findings of this systematic review are depicted in Figs. 2 and 3.

**Risk of Bias in Individual Studies**

Cross-sectional studies obtained a score ranging from 2/9 (22%) to 8/9 (89%) for risk of bias with a median score of 4.5/9 (50%). The risk of bias in studies was mostly high due to a lack of representativeness of cases in 6 out of 10 studies (60%) (54-58), indicating the lack of a random sample. In 6 cases (60%), the
researchers were not blinded to the patient’s condition (52-56,58), and 6 authors (60%) did not clearly describe how the quality of the images was assessed (47,50,53,55,56,58). However, only one study (10%) did not provide a qualitative description of the cases included in their studies (56), and one study (10%) did not provide a detailed brain imaging protocol (47). Cohort-studies, of which only 2 were eligible for this systematic review (48,49), obtained a score of 3/11 (27%) and 6/11 (54%). Both studies lost points on the representativeness of cases, selection of controls, new cases, quality control of images, and blinding the researchers for the patient’s condition. In most cases (96%), the 2 reviewers (RDP and IC) agreed. After a second review and a comparison of the differences, the reviewers reached a consensus for all items. The risk of bias in the individual studies is presented in Table 1.

**Synthesis of Results**

**Alterations in morphology**

Two studies have examined structural abnormalities shortly after the occurrence of a whiplash injury.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Author (year)</th>
<th>Patient population</th>
<th>Controls</th>
<th>Imaging protocol</th>
<th>Brain measure</th>
<th>Main Findings</th>
<th>Level of Evidence</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Alterations in morphology</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Borchgrevink et al (1997) (47)</td>
<td>n = 46; whiplash-injury within 2 days (acute); no WAD* III; 26 % and 20 %; age 35.7y +/- 11.3</td>
<td>n = 20; healthy controls; employees hospital; 34.5y +/- 10.2</td>
<td>Sagittal T1-spin echo; Transversal and Coronal T2-turbo spin echo</td>
<td>Structural data: Lesions, CSE, cerebral atuki</td>
<td>NS</td>
<td>B</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Karlsborg et al (1998) (48)</td>
<td>Whiplash-injury within 14 days (acute) and after 7 months (chronic): n = 39; 23 %; 33y (WAD*-II, III and IV)</td>
<td>NA</td>
<td>T2-spin echo sequence</td>
<td>structural: edema</td>
<td>NS</td>
<td>C</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Obermann et al (2009) (49)</td>
<td>Post-traumatic headache within 14 days (acute) n = 32; 35.2y +/- 12.1; 20 %</td>
<td>n = 30; students or members hospital; 17 %; 35y +/- 13.7</td>
<td>T1-weighted image</td>
<td>structural data: VBM (grey matter volume changes)</td>
<td>NS</td>
<td>A2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sturzenegger et al (2008) (50)</td>
<td>WAD*-I or WAD*-II: n = 21; &gt; 5 months (chronic); 71%</td>
<td>n = 18; 72%</td>
<td>T1-MPRAGE</td>
<td>VBR: Ventricle-Brain Ratio's (Diffuse Axonal Injury)</td>
<td>VBR: WAD = CON</td>
<td>B</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Alterations in function</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Freitag et al (2001) (51)</td>
<td>WAD* II: n = 5; 43.2y; WAD* 0: n = 5; 33.2y; between 14 and 34 months (chronic)</td>
<td>n = 7; 35.0y</td>
<td>T2*-fMRI (1,5T Siemens)</td>
<td>BOLD-response: middle temporal and middle superior temporal</td>
<td>BOLD: WADII &lt; WAD0; WADII &lt; CON (middle temporal and middle superior temporal)</td>
<td>B</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Linmann et al (2010) (52)</td>
<td>WAD*-II: &gt; 6 months (chronic); n = 18; 14 %; 38y +/- 11</td>
<td>n = 18; 9 %; 35y +/- 9</td>
<td>[11C](NK1 specific radioligand) [15O-PET</td>
<td>Neurotransmission: NK1-receptor availability (pain processing)</td>
<td>NK1-receptor availability: WAD &lt; Controls: R. Ventromedial Prefrontal Cortex, Insula, R. Middle cingulate cortex, L. Hippocampus, L. Amygdala, PAG NK1-receptor availability correlates negatively with TSK, however not with pain duration or disability (NDI) WAD: vmPFC NK1-receptor availability correlates negatively with rCBF in R. subgenual ACC NK1-receptor availability alterations independent of between group rCBF differences</td>
<td>B</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Table 1 cont. Evidence table.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Author (year)</th>
<th>Patient population</th>
<th>Controls</th>
<th>Imaging protocol</th>
<th>Brain measure</th>
<th>Main Findings</th>
<th>Level of Evidence</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Bakhtadze et al (2012) (53)</td>
<td>Chronic neck pain (&gt; 3 months) n = 45; 40y +/- 10.9; 16♂ and 29♀</td>
<td>NA</td>
<td>SPECT (HMPAO)</td>
<td>Perfusion: frontal, temporal, parietal, occipital (both hemispheres)</td>
<td>Perfusion: moderate and severe neck pain &lt; mild (parietal and frontal); NDI and VAS scores correlates with SPECT-score.</td>
<td>C</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Linnman et al (2009) (54)</td>
<td>WAD*-II patients n = 21; 17♀; 37y +/- 11; pain between 6 and 24 months (chronic)</td>
<td>n = 18; 9♀; 35y +/- 9</td>
<td>15O-PET</td>
<td>rCBF: different brain regions</td>
<td></td>
<td>B</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sundström et al (2006) (55)</td>
<td>Whiplash: n = 27; 41y; &gt; 3 years (chronic); 18♀</td>
<td>INP: n = 18; 44y; &gt; 3 years; 13♀</td>
<td>SPECT (HMPAO)</td>
<td>rCBF</td>
<td></td>
<td>B</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Otte et al (1997) (56)</td>
<td>Whiplash-syndrome n = 6; 41 +/- 17y; between 3 and 63 months (chronic)</td>
<td>n = 12; 44 +/- 19y</td>
<td>FDG(18F)-PET; ECD-SPECT</td>
<td>Perfusion and metabolism pariëto-occipital</td>
<td>Perfusion &amp; metabolism: whiplash &lt; control (parieto-occipital)</td>
<td>B</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lorberboym et al (2002) (57)</td>
<td>Post-whiplash: n = 20; &gt; 6 months (chronic)</td>
<td>NA</td>
<td>SPECT (HMPAO)</td>
<td>Perfusion</td>
<td>13 patients: perfusion abnormalities; 8 in temporal lobes; 3 in occipital lobes; 2 in frontal lobes; 2 in basal ganglia</td>
<td>C</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Radanov et al (1999) (58)</td>
<td>Whiplash-injury patients: n = 21; 11♀; 42y +/- 8.8; between 6 and 48 months (chronic)</td>
<td>NA</td>
<td>SPECT (HMPAO); 15O-PET; 18F-PET</td>
<td>Perfusion</td>
<td>NS</td>
<td>C</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Abbreviations: n, amount of participants; y, age in years; ♀, women; ♂, men; CON, controls; WAD, whiplash associated disorders; INP, idiopathic neck pain; NS, not significant; <, less than; >, greater than; NK1, Neurokinin 1; TSK, Tampa Scale for Kinesiophobia; NDI, Neck Disability Index; L, Left; R, Right; r, Pearson correlation coefficient; NA, not applicable; rCBF, regional cerebral blood flow; CSF, cerebrospinal fluid; SPECT, single photon emission computed tomography; PET, photon emission tomography; PAG, periaqueductal grey; ACC, anterior cingulate cortex; HMPAO, hexamethylpropyleneamine oxime; vmPFC, ventromedial prefrontal cortex; *WAD-classification according to Spitzer et al (3).
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**Fig. 2.** Lateral view of the brain with key-findings regarding brain alterations.

**Fig. 3.** Medial view of the brain with key-findings regarding brain alterations.

SOURCE: Figs. 2 and 3 are from An automated labeling system for subdividing the human cerebral cortex on MRI scans into gyral based regions of interest, Desikan et al (97).
(within 2 to 14 days), but found no signs of edema in the acute whiplash group (47) nor signs of lesions when they compared patients after a whiplash injury with healthy controls (48). Another study analyzed the ventricle-brain ratio (VBR) – calculated as the ratio of the total ventricle volume divided by the brain volume and normalized afterwards by accounting for the average distance between the frontal and occipital poles of the entire study group (50). The authors found no difference in VBR between patients with chronic WAD and healthy controls (50). A study that performed voxel-based morphometry in patients with post-traumatic headache and neck pain, found no structural brain alterations in the acute phase (49). However, decreased grey matter volume in the anterior cingulate cortex (ACC) and dorsolateral prefrontal cortex (DLPFC) was observed after 3 months. These grey matter changes did, however, resolve after one year coinciding with the cessation of the post-traumatic headache. In comparison, an increase in grey matter volume was observed in the periaqueductal grey matter (PAG), the thalamus, and cerebellum (49).

To conclude, moderate evidence exists for a lack of structural pathological brain abnormalities, such as edema or lesions in acute traumatic neck pain patients who have suffered from a whiplash injury (Strength of conclusion 2). Moderate evidence exists for grey matter volume alterations after a certain period of time in patients with post-traumatic headache (Strength of conclusion 2).

Alterations in function (BOLD-signal)

One study examined the BOLD-signal at visual areas (middle temporal and superior temporal) in patients with chronic WAD (51). Therefore, patients were exposed to a visual task in the scanner. Two fields of dots were presented to the patient by projection. One field was positioned in the left visual field, whereas the other field was presented in the right visual field. On both screens dots moved in random directions, and the patients had to fixate their eyes on a central spot. At random, coherent movement of dots was added to one of the screens resulting in a mixture of random and coherent motion, and the screen with this mixture had to be reported by the patients to the researchers. The authors demonstrated a lower BOLD-response during coherent motion perception in the symptomatic chronic WAD group compared to asymptomatic persons after a whiplash trauma and healthy controls.

In conclusion, some evidence exists for functional brain alterations in temporal regions in patients with chronic whiplash (Strength of conclusion 3).

Alterations in function (neurotransmission)

Only one study investigated functional brain alterations related to neurotransmission (52). Linnman et al (52) analyzed the Neurokinin 1 (NK1)-receptors, a receptor mostly mediated by the neuropeptide Substance P (SP), which allows the regulation of affective behavior, emesis, and nociception (59). In their study a decrease of NK1-receptor availability was found in chronic WAD patients (52), which was observed in the insula, right middle cingulate cortex, left hippocampus, left amygdala, and the PAG, but most distinct in the right ventromedial prefrontal cortex (vmPFC). Furthermore, these changes were negatively correlated with the scores on the self-reported Tampa Scale for Kinesiophobia (TSK) Questionnaire. Also, vmPFC NK1-receptor availability was negatively correlated with regional cerebral blood flow (rCBF) in the right subgenual ACC in chronic WAD patients.

In conclusion, some evidence exists for a decrease in NK1-receptor availability in pain processing brain regions in patients with chronic WAD (Strength of conclusion 3). Furthermore, there is some evidence that decreased vmPFC NK1-receptor availability is negatively correlated with rCBF in the ACC in chronic WAD patients (Strength of conclusion 3).

Alterations in perfusion/metabolism

In total, 6 studies examined alterations in perfusion/metabolism of the brain through SPECT or PET imaging (53-58). Only one study found no indication for changes of brain perfusion (58). Sundström et al (55) demonstrated that patients with chronic idiopathic neck pain showed a decreased rCBF pattern compared to healthy controls, which was most obvious in the parahippocampal and temporal regions and the cerebellum. In contrast, no such alterations could be observed in patients suffering from chronic WAD compared with healthy controls (60). Linnman et al (54) analyzed the rCBF in patients with chronic WAD and found alterations in the left parahippocampal gyrus, lingual gyrus, and posterior cingulate gyrus. In addition, alterations were also evident in the right parahippocampal gyrus, caudate nucleus, pulvinar nucleus of the thalamus, and posterior cingulate gyrus. Perfusion appeared higher in
these regions in patients with chronic WAD, whereas in regions around the temporo-occipital transition zone, a decreased perfusion was found in these patients (54). In a more recent study of Bakhtadze et al (53), a decreased perfusion of the parietal and frontal region was found in patients who suffered from moderate to severe chronic idiopathic neck pain symptoms when compared to patients with only mild symptoms. Moreover, perfusion (SPECT-score) correlated with the amount of pain-related disability (utilizing the Neck Disability Index) (53). Two studies analyzed the perfusion in chronic WAD after a period of 6 months, and both found abnormalities in the patient group (55,57). One study found predominantly decreased perfusion rates in patients with chronic idiopathic neck pain compared to healthy controls in the right temporal gyrus and left cerebellum culmen (55). However, no changes were found in the observation of perfusion in chronic WAD (55). This is in contrast with the study of Lorberboym et al (57), who found perfusion abnormalities in 13 of the 20 included patients with chronic WAD. However, these abnormalities were not equal for all patients. In 8 patients, perfusion abnormalities were observed in the temporal lobes, in 3 patients in the occipital lobes, in 2 patients in the frontal lobes, and another 2 patients showed perfusion abnormalities in the basal ganglia (57).

To conclude, moderate evidence exists for alterations in brain perfusion and metabolism in chronic neck pain patients (Strength of conclusion 2); however, the nature and location of these alterations is not entirely obvious. In addition, 2 studies found contradictory results for the association between clinical parameters and brain perfusion/metabolism in patients with chronic neck pain, resulting in strength of conclusion 4.

**Discussion**

This systematic review aimed to summarize and critically appraise the current state of the literature concerning brain alterations in patients with WAD and INP. Researchers have attempted to construct a solid hypothesis regarding the appearance of brain alterations in chronic pain and its associated symptoms (61,62). However, only some to moderate evidence exists for empirical findings of structural and functional brain alterations in patients with chronic neck pain.

Some of the included studies scored poorly on the modified NOS, signifying the potential risk of bias included in the sample of studies discussed in this review. It is important that in future research a random sample of the study population and the healthy controls is included. New neuroimaging research indicates an important role of confounders in brain research, such as gender (63), age (64-68), BMI (69,70), medication use (71,72), and cognitive function (73). These confounders should be included by future neuroimaging studies into their statistical analysis to avoid biased estimates. About 75% of the included population were women, which is similar with current epidemiological data of (chronic) neck pain patients (1). In addition, most studies reported no statistical significant difference in age between the patient population and the included controls.

**Morphological Brain Alterations**

Although evidence for structural brain alterations in patients with chronic neck pain remains scarce, we can conclude that no structural brain abnormalities seem to be present in the acute phase after a whiplash trauma. Different authors observed nor signs of edema or lesions (47,48), nor underlying structural differences between patients with chronic post-traumatic headache, acute post-traumatic headache, and healthy controls within 14 days after the accident, which makes morphometric predisposition in the affected patient group less likely (49). However, more longitudinal studies with a sufficiently large follow-up period are necessary to confirm these results and to determine a time frame for possible changes. After a 3-month period, decreased grey matter volume in the ACC and DLPFC was observed in whiplash patients who developed chronic headache. Yet, these changes were observed to resolve after one year in concurrence with the cessation of the headache. In contrast, an increased grey matter volume was observed in the PAG, thalamus, and cerebellum after one year in patients with chronic headache (49). These regions are known to be involved in pain sensation. The ACC and DLPFC are involved in the salience and affective-cognitive dimension of pain, and may play an important role in pain modulation, exerting top down inhibition (74-76). A disruption of the grey matter integrity of these regions might alter pain sensation. One study did identify the DLPFC as a site of major neurodegeneration in chronic pain patients (77), potentially leading to an increased pain sensation (78). In addition, increased grey matter volume of the PAG was demonstrated in patients with chronic WAD (49). The PAG is a brainstem structure that is part of the descending pain modulatory network and is crucially involved in pain inhibition or antinociception. These
changes are furthermore in accordance with the current literature, where authors found primarily an increase of grey matter morphology in the brain stem (74). It has been suggested that the observed neuroplasticity (increase and decrease of grey matter morphology) might result from an aim to restore the balance between nociceptive and antinociceptive modulation (49). These changes in morphology seem to be very different across different pathologies and depend on timing (40). This diversity might correspond with the diversity of perfusion abnormalities in patients with chronic WAD found by Lorberboym et al (57), which are discussed in the section on functional brain alterations.

Sturzenegger et al (50) found no difference in VBR in patients suffering from chronic WAD, indicating their sample did not show any signs of diffuse axonal injury (DAI). They did not observe a correlation between VBR and any neuropsychological test (50). These results are somewhat surprising as diffuse axonal injuries have already been observed in patients with MTBI (79), who suffer from similar symptoms as patients with WAD. Also, Caeyenberghs et al (80,81) have reported the presence of an association between postural control and visuomotor tracking, and a measure of DAI in patients with TBI. The use of Pearson correlations could contribute to the reason for not finding any associations between DAI and the patients’ symptoms, as this measure only analyzes a linear relationship between 2 variables. Furthermore, the authors stated that the method they used to evaluate brain tissue loss may not be sensitive enough to detect very mild diffuse focal atrophy (50). A newer and potentially more sensitive technique for assessing white matter tracts is diffusion weighted imaging (DWI), a technique that indirectly analyzes the coherence of motion of protons (82,83).

**Functional Brain Alterations**

One study examined alterations in neurotransmission by looking at the density of NK1-receptors in the brain (52), which are widely distributed throughout the brain with high density in the striatum, the amygdala, and the DLPFC (84). This receptor allows the modulation of pain via the neuropeptide SP, known to be elevated in patients with chronic WAD (85). Both, SP and NK1, have been implicated in locomotive activity (86) and in pain processing (87). Therefore, it is not surprising that the forebrain not only acts as a “top-down” pain inhibitor, but also modulates voluntary movement by altering the inhibition exerted by the basal ganglia on motor output, resulting in pain induced immobilization (52). A decrease in NK1-receptor availability, which was most pronounced in the vmPFC of patients with chronic WAD (52), may provide forebrain modulation through its dense projections to the striatum-globus pallidus complex (88), which is supported by the observed negative correlation between kinesiophobia and NK1-receptor availability (54). Consequently, high endogenous levels of SP could result in attenuation of NK1 function in the vmPFC, starting a negative vicious circle of increased avoidance (54). Furthermore, decreased grey matter volume in the forebrain (vmPFC) in pain processing regions was already observed in patients with chronic complex regional pain syndrome together with reduced white matter integrity (89).

Alterations in the brain perfusion of patients with chronic idiopathic neck pain and chronic WAD have been observed by different studies (53-58). The diversity of results in brain perfusion and metabolism might be attributed to both methodological differences and technical issues. The use of different tracers results in different observations. Oxygen-15 (15-O) is for example often applied to determine blood flow, while fluorine-18 (18-F), which is injected as glucose, provides information on the brain’s metabolism. Some authors state that blood flow provides more accurate information on brain function compared to glucose consumption, as it is more sensitive to neural activation (90). These differences make comparison between both methods rather difficult. The comparison between SPECT and PET imaging remains challenging due to differences in technical features, such as the use of different tracers and sensitivity, with PET being more sensitive to neural events (36). Thus, only cautious interpretations can be drawn from the comparison between studies that applied different imaging methods. The diversity in brain perfusion alterations within one technique could again support the hypothesis of individual adaptations to restore the equilibrium between nociceptive and antinociceptive modulation (57). Surprisingly, many brain areas were found to exhibit a higher amount of rCBF, which may reflect a compensation mechanism for regional brain atrophy (91). In addition, one study found differences between patients with chronic idiopathic neck pain and patients with WAD (55). These results might suggest that different mechanisms underlie the transition to a chronic or recurrent pain state in both patient groups, which is in accordance with other study areas (22).

Although the direction of brain perfusion alterations is still unclear, most authors do agree on the pres-
ence of perfusion alterations in patients with chronic neck pain. Furthermore, research suggests the presence of an association between the patient’s self-reported disability (NDI and pain ratings) and cerebral perfusion (53,54). Therefore, future research should rather focus on the association between brain alterations and the severity of self-reported disability (53), although differences in brain activation between patients with chronic WAD and chronic INP were already observed (60). Only one study did not find any associations between brain activation and neuropsychological tests of divided attention and working memory (58).

Limitations and Strengths

When interpreting the results, the following study limitations have to be taken into consideration. Firstly, only 12 articles were included in this review, which allows only cautious conclusions to be drawn. Secondly, the diversity in brain imaging techniques hampers the possibility of comparison, as we are aware of the different technical features in every technique, which potentially affect the observed outcome. Thirdly, authors tend to use different “brain atlases” for analyzing and describing their results. Some analyzed a global region, such as the temporal lobe, while others investigated specific parts of a certain lobe, such as the vmPFC. Many researchers have tried to address a certain function to the brain’s anatomy and have attributed a specific function to certain brain areas (92,93). Lastly, many studies did suffer from certain risks of bias, which could affect their results, and this makes it impossible to draw firm conclusions from the current literature.

However, several strengths of this systematic review can be outlined. Firstly, the present systematic review is innovative and is valuable to steer future brain research. Secondly, the methods used for screening and scoring were completed by 2 independent blinded researchers. And last, the NOS checklist was modified by adding 2 MRI-related scoring items specifically developed for the topic of the current systematic review. Consequently, the methodological quality of the MRI articles could be evaluated more thoroughly giving a more accurate view on the MRI data acquisition, processing, and quality control.

Recommendations for Further Research

Future studies should certainly try to avoid bias, and should consider the mentioned considerations regarding the inclusion of confounding factors. Furthermore, more longitudinal research could allow exploring the causal relationship between brain imaging results and the development and maintenance of persistent neck pain. In addition, research on disease-specific neck pain could reveal different neuroplastic brain changes when compared to non-specific neck pain.

To date, the imaging techniques used in studies that have assessed the brain in a population of neck pain patients are outdated. Recently, new morphological brain analysis tools were developed with new features allowing a more detailed assessment of the human brain. Surface-based morphometry (SBM) has yielded better results in terms of specificity compared to voxel-based morphometry (31,42). One reason is the ability of SBM to assess not only volumetric measurements, but also measures of cortical thickness and cortical surface area. Alterations in thickness and area cause different clinical effects, and non-uniformity of these changes has been shown in the brain in aging (65). DWI has also yielded better results in terms of analyzing the microstructural organization of white matter bundles (82). Besides improvement in morphological imaging, functional brain imaging has also evolved. One new popular method, defined as “resting state fMRI” could give more insight into the functional organization of the brain during rest (94). Recently, a new theoretical framework has risen which addresses the influence of alterations in the aggregation of different functional components of the brain and its influence on pain (4). Lastly, alterations in the network of the brain have been given attention in different conditions, including chronic pain conditions (95). Assessing the morphological and functional brain network could allow assessment of the macroscopic organization of this complex organ (96).

Conclusion

Some to moderate evidence exists for both structural and/or functional brain alterations in patients with chronic INP or WAD. In the acute phase, no structural alterations were found, but if symptoms persisted, changes in different brain areas were demonstrated. Although, most authors agree that brain alterations are present in both patients with chronic WAD and patients with chronic INP, there is currently more evidence for brain alterations in chronic whiplash patients, and different underlying mechanisms might be present in both pathologies. Moreover, brain alterations observed in chronic neck pain patients are very diverse, indicating multiple mechanisms are responsible for the brain’s neuroplasticity associated with the presence of pain. Pain and disability seems to be furthermore correlated...
with the observed brain alterations. Based on our results, morphological and functional brain alterations should be further investigated in patients with chronic WAD and chronic INP via more sophisticated and sensitive techniques.
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